
SafeSky Search and Rescue procedures 

1 - Introduction 
SafeSky “Search and Rescue” service is providing support for every pilots to declare an 
emergency situation while flying. SafeSky has worked closely with both military and civilian 
authorities to optimise the service and to ensure that information provided from SafeSky is 
considered relevant and efficient by such authorities.


As a result, any emergency declaration will be relayed to the corresponding rescue services based 
on the country of incident automatically.


This service is part of SafeSky App core product related to security, and comes for free to all 
pilots.


2 - Service summary 
The process is very simple and can help you save a lot of previous times when it comes to be 
found by the Search and Rescue services.


In a nutshell, as a SafeSky pilot:


	 - you can enrol up to 3 close contacts that will be enabled to reach the corresponding 
authorities if you declare an emergency.


	 - a new “MAYDAY” button is available while flying. Tapping on it demands that you slide a 
cursor to confirm your emergency situation. This second action is required to avoid triggering 
false alerts.


	 - when you declare an emergency, your contacts are receiving an email and a SMS with all 
the details about your situation, your location, and a live url that can be open from any internet 
browser showing continuously your current live position, altitude and velocity.


	 - along side, depending on your location, the country specific email and telephone number 
is given to your contacts so that they can forward the email with all the details, and contact 
directly the relevant services by phone. A lot of time will be saved here compared to any other 
emergency alert channels.


	 - from the information provided to the SAR services, along side with the live position, SAR 
services will be able to determine the urgency of the situation, and take the necessary actions as 
required. SAR have access to your live tracking.


At all times, SafeSky will continue to transmit your position every second, even when you are on 
the ground. If the emergency is triggered when too high and no internet connection is available, 
SafeSky will continuously accumulate the position history and publish it all once internet coverage 
is reached. At one point, the SAR services will know where you are.


Mind that this process implies that your contact persons are aware that you added them, and you 
need to brief them before so that it’s not coming to a surprise when they get contacted.


As best practice, we recommend not to add friends or relatives who may panic. Best is to add 
contacts that are pilots themselves and have more awareness of the procedures.


Thank you for being an actor to make the sky the safest place on earth. SafeSky is a community 
effort to improve situation awareness, and to help with overall flight safety. 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3 - SafeSky setup 
Setup is very straight forward.


1 - New “Search & Rescue” menu	 	 	 	 2 - You need to read and accept the 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 SAR procedure


3 - Enter up to 3 contact persons with

an e-mail and a mobile number
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4 - SAR operation 
The SAR service becomes available as soon as you take off.


1 - New “MAYDAY” icon is	 	 	 	 	 2 - Tapping on “MAYDAY” bring the	 	
available after take off		 	 	 	 	 confirmation screen	 	 


3 - “Slide to MAYDAY” will trigger	 	 	 	 	 4 - Your emergency call is 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 activated

the declaration of emergency after a

count down of 10 seconds
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5 - Example email	 	 	 	 	 	 6 - Example SMS






5 - Example live track from https://live.safesky.app for rescue services only 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5 - Investigations 
On demand, you as a pilot can request from SafeSky any information that might be useful for you 
related to your insurances, flight analysis or any other data we hold to explain what happened.


SafeSky may also on demand share data with rescue services, BEA or any other organisation that 
is safety related.


6 - Summary 



7 - Pilot acceptance 
As a SafeSky user, you need to read and agree with the following procedure. As a pilot, you are 
responsible for triggering the emergency situation call, and you are responsible for any 
consequences resulting with this call. In no way SafeSky can be held liable for any damages or 
economic consequences arising from the use of the Search and Rescue service.


SafeSky is respecting privacy obligations of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (General Data Protection 
Regulation), under Belgian law, latest Law of 30 July 2018 implementing EU Regulation. 
Complaints can be sent to the Belgian Privacy Authority.  
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